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• Generate all the things!

• Made planets on Spore

• Wrote the Tracery language

• 3700+ active Twitterbots, 9000+ made on 
CBDQ 

• ??? not running on CBDQ

• Did prototyping for the Google Assistant

• Getting a PhD in Deep Thoughts about 
Algorithms and Creativity and Stuff (UCSC)





I want to coin the term “Opulent AI” 
for AI that takes up all the resources it 
wants, takes all the attention, and 
makes the experience all about itself

Because we can create new genres, 
experiences and characters this way



AI-first game design
Taking an AI system

that is designed with a specific world view and logic
and building a world just to interact with that system



Where is AI in a game?
Pathfinding

Internal state simulation
(aggression, HP, hunger, allegiance)

Decision trees
Planning

Belief modeling
Dialogue-tree systems

Name generation
Terrain generation
Texture generation
Music generation
Mesh generation

Animation generation

Schedulers
Update management

Save-game management
DLC management
Server verification

Matchmaking

Content-loading
Pre-processing

(create nav-meshes, calculate lighting)

Frustum-culling
Redrawing

(Raytracing, rendering, sprite updates)

Particle-system physics
Flocking

(and other social forces)

Collision physics
(bounding boxes, physics sim)

Global/world simulations
(map-based, graph-based)

Event handlers
Sensor readings

Gesture detection
Intention prediction

User-modeling
(dynamic difficulty adjustment,

 content preferences)

AR environment detection



Moonshot Games, 2013 (Michel Bastien, Dàmiàn Isla and Rob Stokes: 3 ex-Bungie employees)
Isla, Damián. "Third Eye Crime: Building a Stealth Game Around Occupancy Maps." AIIDE. 2013.

Third Eye Crime
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Happy Action Theater

https://archive.org/details/GDC2013Hackett
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Panoramical
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AI-first game design
What world is a playground for this AI system?

How will the player guess how it works
How will they test their hypotheses?

How will you visualize what’s happening, in a way the player can read?
 What feedback do you give the player, and how often?
What challenges, or none, make sense in this world?

What if the logic and rules of the AI are really alien to how humans (or our world) work?



Impossible spaces, 
alien logics



Impossible spaces
New tech? New ways to break rules (and communicate it)



Impossible spaces

Impossible spaces need alien rules
But these rules have to be consistent and understandable 

And challenges have to about understanding space, not fighting it



Impossible spaces

Miegakure, Marc Ten Bosch



Impossible spaces

Miegakure, Marc Ten Bosch (http://marctenbosch.com/news/2016/11/)

http://marctenbosch.com/news/2016/11/


Impossible spaces

Hypernom, Vi Hart, Andrea Hawksley, Henry Segerman and Marc ten Bosch
http://hypernom.com/



Acknowledgement, please
What is necessary for an AI to say “Hello”?



Acknowledgement, please

Eskil Steenberg's LOVE  (2009)



Acknowledgement, please

Daniel Rozin’s mirrors (2008-)



Acknowledgement and elaboration

Secondary motion: Multiplying and accenting the controlled motion with uncontrolled 
motion 
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Acknowledgement and elaboration

Chris Milk, The Treachery of Sanctuary



Acknowledgement and elaboration

Meredith Scheff, North Skirt Kate Compton, Beautiful Stranger



Are we communicating with something here?

Various DeepDream projects



Are we communicating with something here?

https://creators.vice.com/en_us/article/emergence-is-the-perfect-ai-dance-partner
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Are we communicating with something here?
“Who” is on the other side of the screen?

What kind of character are they?
How do we write for that character?

How do you write for an AI?
How alien can an AI get?

https://creators.vice.com/en_us/article/emergence-is-the-perfect-ai-dance-partner


Characters
How do you build character with AI?



Characters



Characters
• How others react to them

• How others speak of them, or to them

• How the camera looks at them (what music is playing, what the camera looks 
at, what the lighting is)

• How they physically interact with those around them (personal space, 
aggressiveness, body posture)

• How their body moves (lightly, expressively, heavily, dragging)
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Characters as animation



Characters as animation
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Characters as animation



Characters as animation



Characters as dialog



Characters as dialog
How do you build character with AI?



Autonomous Artbots 
Exploring a possibility space



Spoof 
A possibility space so over-populated that any combination is a valid 

example of that space



Character 
 (as encoded in language use, response poetics, pacing, autonomy)



Character 
 (as encoded in language use, response poetics, pacing, autonomy)



Therapy and ritual 
Performing anguish



Therapy and ritual 
Performing anguish, care-taking



Therapy and ritual 
Performing anguish, care-taking, war



Therapy and ritual 
Performing anguish, care-taking, war

Bot-as-Horcrux



Therapy and ritual 
Performing anguish, care-taking, war….forever 



Improv partner 
A no-filter creative chaos-artist



Bot Poetics 
by @galaxykate

Make a bot as…. 

Spoof  
What genres are so over-used 
that any rescrambled variant is 
also a valid example of the 
genre?  

Character  
Make a personality. What are 
their obsessions? How do they 
speak? How do they use 
language?  

Artist  
Make something that makes 
something. Make abstract 
images, beat poetry, sounds, 
rhythms, colors  

Tools  
Rhythm, repetition, 
pauses 
Blank spaces  
Juxtaposition  
Links, GIFs, italics 
Semiotically-heavy 
symbols  
Emoji (see above)  
Stage directions  
API calls  
Twitter functionality 
(replies, @s)

Therapy  
Make a bot that heals, helps, or 
guides you to a better place. 
What would you do if you had 
infinite patience?  

Horcrux  
What part of yourself can you 
encapsulate? What part of 
yourself would you send into 
the future, to save for all time?  

Improv Partner  
Suggest activities, provide 
inspiration. Use a bot’s naiveté 
to find new possibilities and 
scaffold away embarrassment  

Programmer  
Can you generate LANGUAGE 
X with Tracery? Make a bot that 
generates valid code, or 
generates code for bots 



I want to coin the term “Opulent AI” 
for AI that takes up all the resources it 
wants, takes all the attention, and 
makes the experience all about itself

Because we can create new genres, 
experiences and characters this way


